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Intro
D /// | // Em /// | // Bm /// | // G ///

Verse
D
My eyes on Your faithfulness
Bm
O God let me not forget to sing in the valley
G
To look toward Your goodness
D
My heart set on who You are
Bm
You are the light that consumes the dark
G
The joy and the strength to lift up my hands and sing

Chorus
D || Em7
I enter the gates with nothing but thanks
Bm7
I want to magnify Your worth
G
I want to bring You more than words
D || Em7
I enter the gates, come reckless with praise
Bm7
I’ll bring a heart that wants You first
G
all for Your glory

Instrumental
D /// | // Em /// | // Bm /// | // G ///

Verse
D
My feet on the battle ground
Bm
My weapon will be my sound
G
I will not be silent my song is my triumph

REPEAT CHORUS

Bridge
Bm7 || G
Sing! My soul will sing
D/F#
My soul will make this place an altar
A
Make this place an altar

REPEAT CHORUS